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Consumers´ Rights

THE CONSUMER RIGHTS AND INTERESTS
PROTECTION LAW (LAW NO. 9/2021)
After several decades without a significant advance on
consumer rights’ legislation in the Macau Special Administrative
Region (the Macau SAR), the Legislative Assembly has
approved, on 24 June 2021, an entirely new “Consumer Rights
and Interests Protection Law”. The new legal diploma (Law no.
9/2021) was published in the Macau SAR´s Official Gazette on
12 July 2021 and will come into force on 1st January 2022,
thereby effectively revoking its former predecessors – Law no.
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Additionally, the law contains a number of rules including
price displaying, the issuance of receipts and consumer
compensation
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which
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consumers’ spectrum of rights, as is the right to freely
terminate special types of consumer agreements within 7
days from its execution. Further, the Macau legislator was
equally generous in terms of setting the rules regarding
misleading and aggressive commercial practices.
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